Abstract. The Gap-Hamming distance problem is the promise problem of deciding if the Hamming distance h between two strings of length n is greater than a or less than b, where the gap g = |a − b| ≥ 1 and a and b could depend on n. In this short note, we give a lower bound of Ω( n/g) on the quantum query complexity of computing the GapHamming distance between two given strings of lenght n. The proof is a combinatorial argument based on block sensitivity and a reduction from a threshold function.
Introduction
A generalized definition of the Hamming distance is the following: given two strings x and y, decide if the Hamming distance h(x, y) is greater than a or less than b, with the condition that b < a. Note that this definition gives a partial boolean function for the Hamming distance with a gap. There is a entire body of work on the computation of a particular case of this notion of Hamming distance in the decision tree and communication models known as the Gap-Hamming distance (GHD) problem, which asks to differentiate the cases h(x, y) ≤ n/2− √ n and h(x, y) ≥ n/2 + √ n [8] . A lower bound on GHD implies a lower bound on the memory requirements of computing the number of distinct elements in a data stream [4] . Chakrabarti and Regev [3] give a tight lower bound of Ω(n); their proof was later improved by Vidick [7] and then by Sherstov [6] . For the Hamming distance with a gap of the form n/2 ± g for some given g, Chakrabarti and Regev also prove a tight lower bound of Ω(n 2 /g 2 ). In the quantum setting, there is a communication protocol with cost O( √ n log n) [2] . Suppose we are given oracle access to input strings x and y. In this note, we prove a lower bound on the number of queries to a quantum oracle to compute the Gap-Hamming distance with an arbitrary gap, that is, for any given g = a−b.
n and g = a − b with 0 ≤ b < a ≤ n. Any quantum query algorithm for deciding if h(x, y) ≥ a or h(x, y) ≤ b with bounded-error, with the promise that one of the cases hold, makes at least Ω( n/g) quantum oracle queries.
The proof is a combinatorial argument based on block sensitivity. The key ingredient is a reduction from a a threshold function. A previous result of Nayak and Wu [5] implies a tight lower bound of Ω( n/g + h(n − h)/g); their proof, however, is based on the polynomial method of Beals et al. [1] and it is highly involved. The proof presented here, even though it is not tight, is simpler and requires no heavy machinery from the theory of polynomials.
Proof of Theorem 1
To compute GapT hr a,b for some input x, it suffices to compute the Hamming distance between x and the all 0 string. Thus, a lower bound for Gap-Hamming distance follows from a lower bound for GapT hr a,b .
Let f : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} be a function, x ∈ {0, 1} n and B ⊆ {1, . . . , n} a set of indices called a block. Let x B denote the string obtained from x by flipping the variables in B. We say that f is sensitive to B on x if f (x) = f (x B ). The block sensitivity bs x (f ) of f on x is the maximum number t for which there exist t disjoint sets of blocks B 1 , . . . , B t such that f is sensitive to each B i on x. The block sensitivity bs(f ) of f is the maximum of bs x (f ) over all x ∈ {0, 1} n . From Beals et al. [1] we know that the square root of block sensitivity is a lower bound on the bounded-error quantum query complexity. Thus, Theorem 1 follows inmediately from the lemma below.
Lemma 2. bs(GapT hr a,b ) = Θ(n/g).
Proof. Let x ∈ {0, 1}
n be such that GapT hr a,b (x) = 0 and suppose that |x| = b. To obtain a 1-output from x we need to flip at least g = a − b bits of x. Hence, we divide the n − b least significant bits of x in non-intersecting blocks, where each block flips exactly g bits. The number of blocks is ⌊ (GapT hr a,b ) .
For the case when GapT hr a,b (x) = 1 and |x| = a, to obtain a 0-output from x we need to flip at least g bits of x. Hence the same argument applies, and thus, bs x (GapT hr a,b ) = ⌊ n−a g ⌋.
Taking the maximum between the cases when |x| = b and |x| = a, we have that bs(GapT hr a,b ) = max{(n − b)/g, (n − a)/g} = Θ(n/g).
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